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World Parrot Day in Venezuela's Caracas (34)
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 21: Blue and Yellow Macaw (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 21, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed parrots and protect their nests. as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 21: Blue and Yellow Macaw (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 21, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed parrots and protect their nests. as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 21: Venezuelan resident Eusebio Dfreitas feeds blue and yellow macaws on the roof of his house ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 21, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feeds the parrots and protects their nests as well as helping them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 7: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 7, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 9: The Royal Parrots (Amazona ochrocephala) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 9, 2023. Macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 7: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 7, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 9: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 9, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 7: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 7, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 7: Macaws (Ara severa) also known as maracana are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 7, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were replaced in the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 7: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 7, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 21: Venezuelan resident Eusebio Dfreitas feeds blue and yellow macaws on the roof of his house ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 21, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feeds the parrots and protects their nests as well as helping them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 21: A photo of a Blue and Yellow Macaw (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 21, 2022. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed parrots and protect their nests. as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 21: Venezuelan resident Eusebio Dfreitas feeds blue and yellow macaws on the roof of his house ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 21, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feeds the parrots and protects their nests as well as helping them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 7: Macaws (Ara severa) also known as maracana are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 7, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were replaced in the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 7: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 7, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds has been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 7: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen in ahead of the World Parrot Day Caracas, Venezuela on May 7, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. They talk to them, they feed them, they take pictures of them. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 9: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 9, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 9: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 9, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 21: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 21, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 9: The Royal Parrots (Amazona ochrocephala) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 9, 2023. Macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds has been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 7: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 7, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 7: Macaws (Ara severa) also known as maracana are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 7, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were replaced in the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 7: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 7, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 9: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 9, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 7: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 7, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 9: The Royal Parrots (Amazona ochrocephala) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 9, 2023. Macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 9: Macaws (Ara severa) also known as maracan are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 9, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds has been increasing since they were replaced in the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 9: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 9, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 9: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 9, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 7: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 7, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 7: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 7, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 7: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 7, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 9: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 9, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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CARACAS, VENEZUELA - MAY 9: Blue and yellow macaws (Ara araurana) are seen ahead of the World Parrot Day in Caracas, Venezuela on May 9, 2023. The macaws find their home in the Venezuelan capital as bird enthusiasts in the city feed the parrots and protect their nests as well as help them adapt to the urban environment. People's contact with these birds have been increasing since they were introduced to the capital 30 years ago. Today, thousands of people receive them in the windows or terraces of their apartments. Pedro Rances Mattey / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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